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Forté provides private aircraft pilots and passengers with voice communication at any   
operating altitude as well as on the ground anywhere in the world plus the option of email 
access, making it competitive in some respects with more expensive broadband based systems.  
Most importantly, Forté was the first in-flight phone system to enter the marketplace with    
a price point below $20,000. Though Forté had not yet obtained the FAA’s STC certification 
(required for installation in U.S. registered aircraft), it was expected within weeks,      
so EMS Sky Connect wanted to get started on promoting Forte’.

   

     
         

          

       
  

EMS Sky Connect is a leader in Iridium satellite technology communications for helicopter, 
fixed-wing, ground-based and marine applications. They offer a broad range of Iridium 
satellite system based tracking and voice systems in both commercial and government 
markets. The newest of these was a system called Forte.
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1. Develop product positioning statement and visual branding that will grab the        
 attention of the market

2. Create awareness on equal or better footing with more well established/funded       
 competitive brands

3. Generate “buzz” within the tradeshow as well as industry

4. Have a full campaign ready to launch at the upcoming Aircraft Electronics         
 Association (AEA) tradeshow. 

5. Measure campaign response and effectiveness with a compelling call-to-action. 

   

         
             
    

             
           

EMS Sky Connect had an upcoming tradeshow only 5 weeks away where they wanted to 
officially launch Forté and introduce it to the industry. With an initial budget under $50k to 
cover marketing strategy development, product visual branding, campaign creative, 
content, messaging, and implementation – it also had to be completed in less than 25 
working days. The following were the objectives for the product launch:
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1. Develop a sustainable marketing program to grow Forte’ brand awareness among      
 fixed wing avionics dealers in the U.S. and Canada. 

2. Support  EMS Sky Connect goal to exceed their annual sales objective for Forte’.  

3. Establish means to measure dealer audience response to marketing initiatives.

We make ideas work.

After the tradeshow, EMS Sky Connect also wanted to transition marketing 
efforts into a year-long campaign to promote Forté. Their broader objectives 
for the year-long campaign were:





Forté Campaign Strategy
                

             
              

                
            

         

By their nature avionics dealers are an intelligent and technical audience. Their customers trust 
them and come to them with questions or ideas about equipment, and the avionics dealers 
provide solution options and objective opinion. Thus, establishing product credibility with the 
dealer would be fundamental to selling–in Forté. 

             
                

                
                  

                
              

               

We make ideas work.

We developed a year-long marketing strategy to kick off at the AEA tradeshow. There are 
two target audiences for Forté – the avionics dealers (resellers) who service/install/sell the 
product, and the end-users (aircraft owners, pilots) who make the purchasing decision. 
The plan was to first target the dealers, as they frequently advise the decision maker on 
equipment options and perform installations. The upcoming tradeshow presented an ideal 
opportunity to reach many of the top avionic dealer management and influencers.

          
           

             
             

            

         
       

        
            

            
             

             

            
               

           
               

               
             

            

Before beginning the campaign we performed primary research including visits and calls with 
several avionics dealers to find out what they felt was important to the end-user. The dealers 
confirmed that having an aircraft phone system coming into the market at less than $20,000 was 
a top selling feature, so we developed succinct and clear messaging that spoke to this key 
value proposition: “Say Hello to Forté and Goodbye to the High-cost of In-flight Phones”. Forté 
promotional content emphasized "a quality phone at a practical price". We then supported the 
messaging with bold graphics and a visual centered on a phone handset being used in-flight.
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Pre-launch Dealer
Email Blast

To meet the timetable and provide more precise web analytics/feedback, we supplemented the parent company’s corporate 
webpage about EMS Sky Connect (ESC) and Forté, by building a microsite specifically for dealers that featured additional 
information about Forté, including a downloadable Fact Sheet that explained its capabilities/benefits vs. competitors as well as 
an industry white paper. A sequence of email blasts targeted to tradeshow attendees directed them to the microsite where by 
answering a short survey, they would be entered in a drawing for a popular aviation style watch. The survey further promoted 
ESCs’ capabilities by asking the question, “Which company leads the aviation industry in Iridium-based voice and tracking with 
certified systems flying on every type of aircraft in the world?” The dealer then could choose among ESC and their 3 main 
competitors and with a correct selection (ESC) be entered for the drawing.



            
        

         
           
         

         
         
  

Golf Cart Banner

8’ Golf Course Banner

Golf Course and Cart Graphics

www.skyconnect.aero

Say hello to Forté™

and goodbye to the high costs of in-flight phones.

We make ideas work.

The day prior to the tradeshow at an ESC sponsored 
golf tournament, guerilla marketing was used to 
introduce the new campaign to participating dealers 
via Forté banners, premiums and golf cart graphics. 
For the tradeshow, we created the booth theme and 
graphics along with custom collateral (brochure and 
sales sheet) and Forté themed table appliqués for the 
booth meeting area.





Dealer Simplestand® Rack Card

Dealer Sales Sheet

   





          
              

              
               

              
         

Booth Graphics

Dealer Simplestand®

Table Appliqués 

We make ideas work.

We attended the show to conduct primary research, specifically dealer intercepts/
interviews that were captured on video for internal review and possible posting to the 
website. We also assembled a Dealer Advisory Committee comprised of five 
executives from top avionic dealerships who agreed to be a sounding board on 
future questions regarding satcom phones, Forté, related industry issues and to 
serve as an ad hoc focus group regarding future promotion.





         
         

        
       

        
          

Dealer Sales Team
Powerpoint Template

Regional Sales Manager
Email Template

Pocket Folder

Fresh off the launch at the tradeshow, We developed 
sales kits for the ESC Regional Sales Managers that 
included a Forté email template, pocket folder, PPT, 
talking points and web-ready images (including the 
ESC logo, Forté banner ad and downloadable product 
sheet) for the dealers to post on their website.



                     
                    

                      
                       

                         
              

Dealer Door Appliqués 

We make ideas work.

For ESCs top 100 dealers, POS kits were created that included Forté hangar banners, window/door appliqués and a counter card with 
brochure holder/brochures. We then phone surveyed all 100 dealers to verify receipt and display. During the calls we also confirmed 
contact info, asked what other POS materials they used, if any were from direct competitors, and how the dealers marketed to their
customers. We recorded and used this information to strategize on best ways ESC could offer marketing support to their dealers,
as well as to gather additional info that could be used in the development of the end-user portion of the program. In order to reinforce 
dealer support, we also developed a co-op marketing program, and printed co-branded direct mailers.





Dealer Hangar Banners (Customized)

We make ideas work.





         
            

           
        

          
          

          
          

           
        

MLT attended the show to conduct primary research, specifically dealer 
intercepts/interviews that were captured on video for internal review and possible    
posting to the website. MLT also assembled a Dealer Advisory Committee comprised   
of five executives from top avionic dealerships who agreed to be a sounding board on 
future questions regarding satcom phones, Forté, related industry issues and to serve   
as an ad hoc focus group regarding future promotion. 

End-User Mailers

End-User Email

Forté Cockpit Dialer
Integrates 2-way text messaging 
and voice telephone into an 
easy-to-use, compact controller. 

Forté Corded Handset 
Provides excellent noise 
attenuation in any aircraft.

Forté Cordless Handset
Up to 4 cordless handsets 
to access single or dual 
Iridium lines.

Forté Transceiver and
Iridium Antenna

Say hello to Forté, and goodbye to the high costs 
of in-flight phones

Act now and fly with FREE airtime for 2 years
or 2,000 minutes*-up to a $3,500 savings.
EMS Sky Connect leads the aviation industry in Iridium-based voice and tracking,
with certified systems flying on every type of aircraft in the world. EMS Sky Connect Forté™

can be integrated into cockpit headsets, provide  single-handset service, or support large
cabin jets with up to four cordless phones per line. Along with any combination of these
devices, Forté also offers email access.

Forté from EMS Sky Connect is an affordable, STC certified
satellite phone system that delivers full in-flight functionality 
for less than $20,000. It features:
• Reliable coverage worldwide through the Iridium network,
 providing service from the ramp to cruising altitudes.
• High-quality communications in the cockpit and cabin 
 for pilots and passengers.
• USB connection available for email access in the cockpit or cabin.

*Whichever comes first

Act NOW if your
aircraft is scheduled
for maintenance in

the first half of
2010

A GREAT
TIME TO SAVE!

Say hello 
      to Forté™

  and goodbye to 
 the high costs of 
in-flight phones.

You need a satcom phone system in your aircraft...

To place your order, contact your local avionics dealer for details.
For more info, call 877.821.8429 or visit www.forteairmail.com/FreeAirtime.

*Whichever comes first

Act now and fly with
FREE airtime for 2 years
or 2,000 minutes*- up to
a $3,500 savings.  

This is a limited-time offer. Equipment must be ordered 
and delivered by 12/31/09, and activated before 06/01/10. 

•  While in your aircraft, make calls from anywhere to anyone.
•  Great deal for aircraft scheduled for maintenance in the first half of 2010.

We make ideas work.

         
         

       
     

        
        

       
       

        
     

In 2Q Forté achieved STC certification, and promotion 
began to the end-user via email, print ads and a PDF flyer 
that was sent to the dealer for email redistribution to their 
customer base. In 4Q special year-end incentives were 
offered on Forte purchases and this was promoted to the 
end-user via email, directing dealers to a microsite to learn 
more about the offer (and the product). Simultaneously 
avionic dealers were also targeted via email and fax, 
informing them about the year-end special offers and that we 
were promoting the offers to the end-user.





Forté™ phones may soonbe flying off your shelves...
Your customers will be receiving an immediate 

and limited-time offer for FREE airtime for 2 years
or 2,000 minutes* - a $3,500 savings.

(On equipment delivered before 12/31/09)   

*Whichever comes first

EMS Sky Connect leads the aviation industry in Iridium-based voice and tracking, with certified systems flying 

on every type of aircraft in the world. EMS Sky Connect Forté™ can be integrated into cockpit headsets, provide 

single-handset service, or support large cabin jets with up to four cordless phones per line. Along with any 

combination of these devices, Forté also offers email access.
Forté from EMS Sky Connect is an affordable, STC certified satellite phone 

system that delivers full in-flight functionality for less than $20,000.

It features:
• Reliable coverage worldwide through the Iridium network, providing service 

 from the ramp to cruising altitudes.• High-quality communications in the cockpit and cabin for pilots and passengers.

• USB connection available for email access in the cockpit or cabin.

Tell your customers to say hello to Forté, and goodbye to the high costs of in-flight phones.

Questions? Please call 877.821.8429 or contact your

sales representative today for more information. 

Attention: Avionics Dealers

Dealer Email

Dealer Fax Sheet

Dealer Mailers

*Whichever comes first

Forté Cockpit Dialer
Integrates 2-way text messaging 
and voice telephone into an 
easy-to-use, compact controller. 

Forté Corded Handset 
Provides excellent noise 
attenuation in any aircraft.

Forté Cordless Handset
Up to 4 cordless handsets 
to access single or dual 
Iridium lines.

Forté Transceiver and
Iridium Antenna

EMS Sky Connect leads the aviation industry in Iridium-based voice and tracking, with certified
systems flying on every type of aircraft in the world. EMS Sky Connect Forté™ can be integrated into
cockpit headsets, provide single-handset service, or support large cabin jets with up to four cordless
phones per line. Along with any combination of these devices, Forté also offers email access.

Forté from EMS Sky Connect is an affordable, STC certified satellite phone 
system that delivers full in-flight functionality for less than $20,000.
It features:

• Reliable coverage worldwide through the Iridium network, 
 providing service from the ramp to cruising altitudes.
• High-quality communications in the cockpit and cabin 
 for pilots and passengers.
• USB connection available for email access in the cockpit or cabin.

Customers taking delivery of a Forté system 
before 12/31/09 - will receive FREE airtime for
2 years or 2,000 minutes*-up to a $3,500 savings.
Tell your customers to say hello to Forté, and goodbye
to the high costs of in-flight phones

Questions? Please call 877.821.8429 or contact your
sales representative today for more information. 

Attention: Avionics Dealers
Forté™ phones may soon be flying off your shelves...

Your customers wil l  be receiving an immediate and l imited-time offer
for FREE  airt ime for 2 years or 2,000 minutes* -  up to a $3,500 savings.

*Whichever comes first

We make ideas work.
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We make ideas work.

              
         
         
      

1. We succeeded in developing the creative and messaging in support of the product
 positioning for rollout just in time for the AEA tradeshow.

2. The 2Q dealer email campaign we created achieved an open rate of 32.98% and               
     a click-thru rate of 11% ! This is significantly higher than the industry average for
 Manufacturing & Distribution (14.9% / 4.8% respectively) and Technology (18.7% / 2%
 respectively)* Source: Epsilon Email Trends & Benchmarks

3. EMS Sky Connect exceeded their 2Q sales objective, achieving 108% of projection
 and beating the quarterly goal ahead of schedule!

The Forté campaign was a big success at the tradeshow. Dealers went up to EMS Sky 
Connect staff and complimented them on the booth graphics and messaging. Most 
importantly, the campaign fulfilled on three of the client’s key objectives:
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We make ideas work.

The annual campaign strategy developed was also deemed a success by virtue of 
results to date. Qualitatively the POS component drew numerous compliments from the 
avionic dealers, and a top executive for one of the country’s largest commented to his 
EMS Sky Connect representative that it was the best he had seen. In addition, the 
campaign met all three quantitative objectives:

1. In calls with 100 avionics dealers, we measured 30% brand awareness among avionics
 dealers within an upper echelon of the target audience.

2. For the twelve month period beginning with the April 1 campaign launch, Forte’ sales ran at
    116% of goal with most sales occurring within the last two quarters.

3. The construction of the EMS Sky Connect microsite enabled tracking of campaign
 response/results with the 4Q promotion showing a four to five fold increase in Unique
 Visitors month over month that corresponds directly with scheduled outreach via email,
 fax blast and direct mail.





  
                 

                
               

                
                

                   
              

              
               

    
 

We make ideas work.

      
There are good reasons the Forté campaign was recognized by the American Marketing Association.

          
         

            
             

         

           
          

           
   

AMY Category Award Winner: “Integrated Marketing Campaign B2B”

Foremost, it contributed to exceeding the client’s sales and timetable objectives, the result
of quickly and effectively educating the marketplace about a product that was affordably 
priced in a challenging economy. With many other phone systems targeting the top 5-10% of 
the market made up of very high-end private aircraft, the Forté product and campaign is 
squarely aiming at the larger mid-tier of turbo prop and VLJ (very light jet) operators who 
simply want a reliable, superior phone with tracking, texting and email options, something 
Forté does very well starting at least $10,000 less than its closest competitors. By 
successfully promoting the product, dealers and pilots learned about a quality aircraft phone 
system at a practical price, when they needed it most.




